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‘Dear Ancestor’ (1906) 

by Walter Butler Palmer (1868-1932) 

(by permission of Weston-super-Mare & District FHS) 

 

Your headstone stands amongst the rest, 

Neglected and alone. 

The name and date are chiselled out 

On polished, marbled stone. 

It reaches out to all who care. 

It is too late to mourn. 

 

You did not know that I exist. 

You died and I was born. 

Yet each of us are cells of you 

In flesh, in blood, in bone. 

Our blood contracts and beats a pulse, 

Entirely not our own. 

 

Dear Ancestor, the place you filled 

One hundred years ago 

Spreads out amongst the ones you left 

Who would have loved you so. 

I wonder if you lived and loved. 

I wonder if you knew 

That someday I would find this spot 

And come to visit you. 

 

Walter Butler Palmer, 

family historian, breeder of trotting and show horses  

and accomplished poet 
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FHF REALLY USEFUL SHOW Mark Carroll 

14
th

 November 2020, online 

 

Coronavirus and Covid-19 scuppered the plans of the Family History 

Federation (the Federation) to hold its annual Really Useful Show at 

Alexandra Palace in north London in April 2020. Instead, they intended 

to deliver a virtual equivalent over Zoom seven months later. Over the 

summer I was bombarded with emails from the Federation extolling the 

benefits of the online show, with its 20+ speakers and numerous exhibi-

tors, including several British family history societies (FHSs). Indeed, 

Waltham Forest FHS was asked if it wanted to have a virtual ‘booth’ at 

the show. This would entail someone from the Society being available 

online from 10am to 4pm on the day; the Committee decided that this 

was not feasible. Nevertheless, I was intrigued to see how a virtual FH 

show could be organised and delivered. Furthermore, there was to be a 

facility to “Ask an expert”, with a dedicated 30-minute slot with an 

experienced professional genealogical researcher. All of this meant that 

the £5 fee for an ‘early bird’ registration seemed to represent good 

value, so I paid my money and waited expectantly. 

In the following weeks the barrage of emails from the Federation 

continued, with regular updates on the show’s content. However, there 

was no programme of the talks on the day. Recordings of the presen-

tations were to be made available for 48 hours after the end of the show, 

but if one wanted to put a question to a speaker, it had to be live. The 

Event Details tab on the show’s website gave a list of speakers and a 

summary of their talks, but no programme with timings. Another email 

provided a username and password to log on to the show, but the 

website had nowhere to input those details. Another email told me that 

questions could be put to speakers and exhibitors via an app called 

Slack – more new technology to try and master. I did take the opportun-

ity to “ask an expert”, by submitting my problem in advance. It con-

cerned the biggest ‘brick wall’ in my FH research currently: the origins 

of my maternal 2x great-grandfather, Thomas William Smith (1851–

1932) from London. I felt a bit bad about this – in nearly 20 years of 

genealogical studies this man had eluded me, for I cannot find his birth 

certificate, nor his entries in the censuses before 1881. Still, perhaps a 

fresh pair of eyes would spot something I had missed. 

The morning before the day of the show dawned and I was still confused. 
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Where was the programme of talks? Where did one log on to the show? 

When was my session with the expert? In the afternoon an email arrived 

from a Jennifer Pinder, my allocated expert, telling me that my session 

with her was to be at 10.30am the following day over Zoom. I spent some time 

trying to get my head around the Slack app, without much success – 

perhaps other attendees who are active on social media would be more 

at ease with such a facility. However, it was clear from the posts to the 

Slack app that I was not alone in struggling to find a programme for the 

talks. A member of the admin team said that in the Speakers Zone chan-

nel, a post by Ian Waller gave details of the schedule of presentations. 

Indeed it did, but why could the same details not have been placed under the 

Event Details tab of the show’s website? My own email to the admin 

team about where to log on to the show did not elicit a useful response 

– all very disconcerting. In the meantime, I made a tentative list of those 

talks I wanted to view on the day. The live Stream 1 talk was out for me, as 

it clashed with my session with the expert, but that still left Streams 2–5. 

On the morning of the show some things became clearer. A log-on icon 

had appeared on the website, though it was most inconspicuous. 

However, it did enable me to log on and find useful new material. The 

talks schedule was now there, together with details of a competition and 

a ‘goody bag’ (both virtual and real). On the Slack app it was apparent 

that many attendees were becoming frustrated with the same problems I 

had experienced. Some posts on the #help-how-to channel provided 

useful tips (eg try inputting your username in capitals – but why?!), and 

the information that for each ‘stream’ of talks one was live over 

YouTube and the others were pre-recorded (but why was this not made 

known in advance?). At 9.45am I viewed the pre-recorded welcome talk 

by the FHS Chairman, Steve Manning, in his characteristic avuncular 

style. He did not divulge the number of attendees, but it seems to have 

been close to 2,000, a figure the Federation is understandably pleased 

with. He acknowledged that there would probably be technical issues 

during the day, though in my view he underestimated the scale of this 

problem. He did predict that online FH shows are likely to become a 

feature of our lives in future, with or without Covid-19. 

At 10.30am, after an initial technical glitch, I made contact over Zoom 

with my allocated expert, Jennifer. She had read my question, submitted 

in advance together with the 1881 census entry for Thomas William 

Smith (TWS). In the following 30 minutes she asked questions and 
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mused over possible relevant approaches. The two most likely produc-

tive avenues of future research were, in her view: 1) to focus on 1850s 

baptisms in Ongar, Essex (TWS’s stated birthplace in 1901 and 1911, 

but not in 1881 and 1891), and nearby parishes; and 2) to employ a 

professional genetic genealogist to investigate further my DNA results. 

To be fair to her, I had not expected her in 30 minutes to solve a prob-

lem that had stumped me for nearly 20 years, so she did pretty well. 

For the rest of the day I viewed those talks which were being presented 

live in each ‘stream’. They included topics such as: combining DNA 

and the paper trail; under-valued FH websites; and researching ag labs. 

The following Monday I caught up with all the other presentations I 

wanted to see. Out of a total of 25 talks I saw 14; so, with an entrance 

fee of £5, each talk had cost me 38p – excellent value for money! The 

standard of the presentations was very high and they left me with numer-

ous tips and new research approaches to follow up. The show’s admin 

team had obviously realised that many attendees had become frustrated 

and irritated in the lead-up to the start of the show, for by way of 

compensation they extended the period when the talks were still avail-

able online. The Slack app also continued to function. From the comments 

posted there by attendees it was clear that many felt that the presen-

tations were the highlight of the show. I myself made no use of Slack on 

the day: it was too complicated for me, and anyway I was preoccupied 

with viewing talks. In real life I would no doubt have wandered around 

a physical show and chatted with exhibitors and fellow attendees, an 

aspect that is conspicuously absent from an online event. The compe-

tition and the ‘goody bag’ were a waste of time and effort, in my view. 

As was to be expected, attendees received an email the next day asking 

for feedback on the event. Given that it was the first time the Federation 

had hosted such an online show, I felt that providing them with my 

views might actually benefit any future such event. In regard to the 

‘good’ aspects, I commended the quality of the talks and the 

opportunity to discuss a genealogical problem with an expert. As for the 

‘bad’ aspects, they concerned the poor advance organisation and 

communication, the technical glitches, and the lack of useful help on 

the day. If the Federation’s Chairman is correct, they and we will have 

to get used to these virtual conferences, and I might even have to 

become comfortable with the Slack app. I shall still miss the chats on 

FH topics with fellow attendees over coffee, though! 
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SOME MEMORIES OF WALTHAMSTOW VILLAGE 

Ann Hunter 

 

Visiting my grandparents’ home in Walthamstow was often an 

adventure. We caught a bus at the end of our road in Chingford, alighted 

at Bell Corner, and then walked up Hurst Avenue and The Drive, 

through St Mary’s Churchyard, round the corner into Vestry Road and 

then into East Avenue where my grandparents lived at number 9, a walk 

from the bus stop of just under a mile.   

 

 

 

 

 
Hand-drawn map showing 

numbers 3 and 9 East Avenue 

with the route from Bell Corner 

which we walked after alighting 

from the bus. 

 

It is possible to walk this same 

route today although the road 

up to the churchyard is in much 

better condition. (The map is 

not to scale.) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

We undertook this walk in all weathers – rain, sun, snow, sleet and 

occasionally in one of those infamous ‘pea-souper’ fogs that occurred 

with alarming regularity in London before the Clean Air Act of 1956. 

 

I was born at 3 East Avenue in Walthamstow, three houses away from 

my grandparents’ home, just after the second world war ended and a 

couple of years before the inception of the National Health Service. 

East Avenue was first occupied about 1860. My father spoke of living 

in Turner Road, Walthamstow, as a boy in the 1920s and my grand-

father’s address when he registered his mother’s death in 1915 was 
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63 Guildford Road, Seven Kings, Ilford, so my grandparents had moved 

around a bit before settling in East Avenue. 
 

One of the abiding memories of my childhood visits to number 9 was of 

the basement door which had a beautiful glass panel of a sheaf of corn. 

When the light was on inside the house it was a warm and welcoming 

sight, particularly on a cold day. When I visited the property recently, I 

was sorry to see that some time since the photo below was taken, the 

steps down to the basement had been filled in and where the door used 

to be had been bricked up. It is also obvious from this picture of number 

3 that at some point the owners had eradicated all original features of 

the front of the building, changed the style of the windows and painted 

the house white.   

   Number 3 East Avenue, 2020                Number 9 East Avenue, 2014                

 

Walthamstow appears in the Domesday Book as the parish of 

‘Wilcumestou’ which means ‘Welcome Place’. The Parish Church of St 

Mary’s was founded about a century later and remains the centre of 

Walthamstow Village today.  

 

The parish expanded through the centuries, and in 1873 the Great 

Eastern Railway Company began running steam trains from Liverpool 

Street Station to Chingford Station, the latter being honoured with a 

visit from Queen Victoria in 1882. 
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           St Mary’s Church,                            St Mary’s Church, 2019 

   Walthamstow Village Website                

 

Walthamstow’s local station was in Hoe Street and was originally 

named accordingly. This changed in 1968 when the Victoria Line from 

Walthamstow to Highbury and Islington, on the London Underground 

Network, was opened. Hoe Street Station is now known as Walthamstow 

Central and has a busy bus station. The bus station was built over my 

great-aunt Annie’s house in Selborne Road and the local park where we 

played as children. Both over- and underground trains take commuters 

from the suburbs to the city and beyond on a daily basis, and with buses 

heading out in various directions as well this area has become a major 

transport hub for local residents.  

 

For many years only steam trains ran through the station, passing by 

Vestry Road and East Avenue on their way to and from the city. On 

leaving the East Avenue house after visiting our grandparents my 

brother and I would run along the road to the railway bridge, haul 

ourselves up as far as we could, and wait for a train to come along and 

envelop us in smoke. This would not be possible now, partly of course 

because steam trains are a thing of the past, but also because measures 

have been put in place to stop young children undertaking such a 

dangerous pastime – it is still possible to see the trains, but not to climb 

on to the parapet which is far too high. 
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   View from the bridge in Vestry Road        Sir George Monoux Almshouses 

    to the bridge in East Avenue, 2019                                2019                                                          

 
The almshouses next to St Mary’s Church were built in the 16

th
 century 

at the instigation of George Monoux. Monoux was a local merchant 

who had served as Lord Mayor of London and became an important 

benefactor to Walthamstow. He also purchased land to enable a school 

to be built. This school has moved site a few times over the centuries 

and has gone through several guises as a grammar school, 

comprehensive school and most recently the Sir George Monoux Sixth 

Form College, a title it retains to this day. My father was a pupil at the 

school in 1920s and returned as a teacher after the war, having 

undertaken an emergency one-year training course set up to help 

replenish the staffing numbers following the tragic loss of so many 

young men and women. 

 
When George Monoux died in 1544, he left a bequest in his will to pay 

the salaries of a schoolmaster and a parish clerk. This endowment lasted 

only four years as it was suppressed in the reformation – but that’s 

another story. Sir George’s remains were buried in the churchyard of St 

Mary’s. His grave has long since disappeared but there is a monumental 

inscription to him and his wife on the easternmost pillar in St Mary’s 

Church. 
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This is a monument to George 

Monoux and his wife. 

 

Text on the pillar reads: 

 

“Here lyeth Sr Georg Monox, 

Knyght, sometym Lord Maior of 

London, and Dame Ann his 

wife.” 

 

The shields on the monument 

show the arms of The City of 

London, the Monoux family, the 

Drapers’ Company and the City 

of Bristol. 

 

Picture courtesy of Richard and 

Gill Long 

 

 

 
Vestry House 

In 1730 an eight-roomed house was built near the church, purpose built 

for use as a workhouse and for vestry meetings. It became known as 

Vestry House and served as a police station from 1756 to 1870. When it 

was no longer needed as a police station the Walthamstow Volunteers
1
 

took the building over for use as an armoury until 1891. Their 

headquarters were in East Avenue in one of the properties opposite my 

grandparents’ eventual home. In the censuses for 1901 and 1911, 

carpenter Robert Maynard lived in Vestry House, and it was a builders’ 

yard until 1931 when it began its life as a museum housing local 

collections and archive material. It is now also used as a study centre 

and is available by appointment for research. 

A few years ago, the local council considered closing the museum, 

together with other important local buildings, in order to save money. 

                                                           
1
 An Army Regiment – further information available on the Essex Yeomanry Association website. 
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     Commemorative plaque, 2019 Vestry House Museum, 2019 

 

Objections were raised by local people and a compromise was reached 

allowing the museum to remain open to the public. There is now a 

garden area and rooms which can be hired for events and also for 

weddings, and regular activities for children and adults are run at the 

museum. 

 

By the late 19
th

 century Orford Road had become the centre of 

Walthamstow with a new Town Hall, shops and hospital. The old 

village became a relic of the past.  

 

Rescue and conservation 

In 1965 the local boroughs of Leyton, Walthamstow and Chingford 

were combined to form Waltham Forest and two years later Waltham 

Forest Council rescued the original village from oblivion and created 

the Walthamstow Village Conservation Area. The picture here, taken in 

November 2019, shows the oldest building in the village dating back to 

Tudor times, with a preserved Victorian postbox in the foreground. 

 

Next to Walthamstow Village is the Orford Road Conservation Area, 

and East Avenue is the road that links them. In 1859 Avenue Road, 

opposite Orford House, welcomed its first occupants. East Avenue had 

residents the following year, and in 1866 Avenue Road was renamed 

West Avenue: East and West Avenues are now two roads leading 

straight from Orford Road northwards in the direction of Essex. 
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Victorian pillar box and Tudor house  

in Walthamstow Village, 2019 

 

Connaught Hospital 

Another important building in this area that deserves a mention is 

Connaught Hospital. Closed in 1977, the hospital began life 100 years 

earlier as the ‘Cottage Hospital for Sick Children’. By 1880 the hospital 

had transferred to larger premises and was renamed the Leyton, 

Walthamstow and Wanstead Hospital. Fourteen years after that the 

premises were extended once more so that general medical services 

could be provided, and the Duchess of Connaught, Princess Louise 

Margaret of Prussia and wife of Queen Victoria’s third son Prince 

Arthur, became patron. It was renamed the Children’s and General 

Hospital for Leyton, Leytonstone, Walthamstow and Wanstead – what a 

mouthful! 

 

New wards were opened and more beds provided over the next 20 

years, and in 1928 the hospital was renamed after its patron and became 
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simply Connaught Hospital, by which name it continued to be known 

until its closure nearly 50 years ago. 

 

In the early 1950s I was a tonsillectomy patient in this hospital. The 

local newsagent – Bill DESBOROUGH – came on to the children’s 

ward daily to deliver comics, sweets etc, and I can still picture him as a 

cheerful presence in a ward ruled at that time by very stern nurses; I 

knew Bill through visiting his shop when I stayed at my grandparents’ 

home as his premises were just around the corner from East Avenue in 

Orford Road, and I remember looking forward to seeing him every day. 

The shop is still called Desborough and is still a newsagent today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Desborough 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My grandfather Horace Rayment CRISPIN died in Connaught Hospital 

after suffering a diabetic coma and stroke in 1959. 

 

While researching my husband’s family recently I discovered that his 

great aunt, Clarissa HUNTER, was matron at the hospital for almost 20 

years at the beginning of the 20
th

 century. The hospital buildings remain 

standing and are now used for various purposes, as can be seen from 

this picture of the Community Hub notice board. 
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The Community Hub 

board outside the old 

Connaught Hospital 

Buildings, 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

It seems that Walthamstow Village is an active centre today and has 

come a long way since it first appeared as ‘Wilcumstou’ in 1085. 

 

The most recent change has been the pedestrianisation of much of this 

area with motor vehicle access limited and bicycle lanes to the fore.  

My first journeys to the area as a child were on foot and my most recent 

ones, undertaken for the purpose of taking the photos used to illustrate 

this piece, have also been on foot.     

Pedestrianised entrance to St Mary’s Church Path  

with Almshouses, from Church Hill 2019 

 
Sources: 

Vestry House Museum search facilities 

Walthamstow Village Conservation leaflets 
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THE NURSE CHILD Mark Carroll  

 

Whilst checking transcriptions of the admissions register for Maynard 

Road Infant Girls’ School, I came across two curious entries. On 

1
st
 June 1900 Grace and Dolly PEACE were admitted. They were the 

children of James and they lived at 7 Raglan Road, Walthamstow. What 

was odd was their dates of birth: Grace was born on 7
th

 September 1895 

whereas Dolly was born on 5
th

 September 1895. How can one have 

sisters, with one born two days after the other? 

 

All became clear when I consulted the 1901 census. The Peace family 

was living in St Mary’s parish, Walthamstow, with James, his wife 

Margaret, two older sons, plus Grace and Dolly. However, Grace was 

given the surname Peace and had been born in Saffron Walden, Essex, 

whereas Dolly had the surname NAHLER and had been born in 

Marylebone, London. Furthermore, Dolly was described as a “Nurse 

child”, but Grace was described as a “Daughter”.  

 

But what was a ‘nurse child’? One experienced genealogist states: “A 

nurse child is a young child being brought up in the household of 

someone other than the parents, normally for money, unless the couple 

are relatives kindly taking in a niece’s little error. Unmarried mothers, 

travellers like actors, people with demanding jobs in unhealthy areas (a 

pub say), or just parents of a child with health problems, might put a 

child out to nurse in a more country area, with a family.” 

 

❊❊❊❊❊ 

TWINS WITH DIFFERENT DATES OF BIRTH Mark Carroll 

The register for Maynard Road Infants Boys’ School in Walthamstow 

has two interesting entries for admissions on 2
nd

 April 1906: Edward 

and Thomas BRADSHAW. The two boys have the same address, the 

same father and leave Walthamstow on the same date. Edward has a 

date of birth of 30
th

 April 1901 whilst Thomas has a DoB of 1
st
 May 

1901. Presumably, they were twins, with the older Edward born just 

before midnight and the younger Thomas born just after midnight!  
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BILL RAM - SOLDIER AND GASMAN Ronald Ram 

 

In the September 2019 edition of the journal, we printed an article by 

Ron RAM on his father William (known as Will). We are now printing 

the story of Will’s father also named William but known as Bill. 

 

Bill, whose full name was William, was born in 1876 at Kingston-on-

Thames in Surrey and died in Walthamstow in 1940. He was Charles 

Harry Ram’s sixth child, the first of his second marriage, and my 

grandfather. He came to London with his parents from Kingston-on-

Thames around 1880 when he was four years old. Later he went to 

school and was then a van boy and labourer before joining the army in 

1893. His ‘Account Book or Pocket Ledger’ that was issued to him by 

the army, and which he kept all his life, has been passed down to me. It 

has a hard red cover and went everywhere with him during his army 

years from 1893 to 1902. All the principal things about him are recorded 

on the page that holds his personal details: his regimental number was 

4094, and his regiment was the King’s Own (Royal Lancaster Regiment) 

where he served in the First Battalion. Raised in 1680 by Charles II, it 

has often served abroad in major campaigns, particularly in America, 

India, Spain, France, Belgium, the West Indies, the Crimea, Abyssinia 

and South Africa, having a long and honourable record. In his papers is 

a leaflet issued by the Colonel in 1901 about the role of the regiment at 

Waterloo when ten officers and 144 men were killed or wounded out of 

a total strength of 670. In 1953 the regiment was amalgamated with 

other units. 
 

The account book shows he joined the army under age using a false 

name, Raine, saying he was 19 when he was really 17. He was a short 

man like many in the family, whose job is given as a labourer, but he 

signed his name very clearly at the bottom of the page which lists his 

personal details. That he joined the army under age is known within the 

family and has always been linked with running away to avoid an un-

happy home background, although the exact circumstances are not 

known. What is known about the family at that time suggests he could 

well have been unhappy because its life was quite chaotic. In 1891 it 

contained nine people who were living in three rooms in a house where 

three other families having one room each also lodged. In the account 

book Bill gives his address as 21 Wimbourne Street, but there is no 

other record of him living there, although his father was at that address 
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in the early 1900s. Around 1891 was the time when his father’s move-

ments were most erratic, and he was not at home on census day. When 

his daughter Louisa got married in 1893, he was living with her, not in 

the family home. 

 

Although this area in 1835 was on the edge of London, by 1900 

swathes of suburbs had grown up further out so it was becoming inner 

suburbia. The original houses in Wimbourne Street have been demol-

ished to be replaced by blocks of flats, but some of the original early to 

mid-19
th

 century terraced houses still survive close by on New North 

Road where it crosses the Grand Union Canal, ones that may have been 

typical of other houses around.  

 

Bill’s army account book includes details of the clothes issued to him, 

including a tunic, three frocks, trousers, ankle boots, a great coat, cape, 

helmet, a forage cap, leggings and a haversack. It also detailed the 

money he banked and withdrew from his regimental savings account. 

During the years 1895 to 1897 he made deposits building up to a balance 

of £20/4/6 in September 1895 but held just over £2 in the other years. 

The account book also lists where he was posted. On enlistment he was 

sent to Lancaster for a short time in 1893 and then from later that year 

until the end of 1894 he was at Aldershot. From then he was overseas 

for nearly all his time in the army – in India for the whole of 1895, in 

Malta for 1896 and then from January to September 1902. He was in 

Hong Kong for 1897, and in Singapore for 1899. But he was in Aldershot 

from the beginning of 1900 until the end of 1901.  

 

What happened to him during these years must have been a major 

experience in his life, especially for a young lad who had hardly been 

outside London before. There are army pictures of him during this time, 

together with two that are rather gruesome: one shows a row of 

kneeling blindfolded men on a beach, presumably convicted criminals, 

and the other is of them all decapitated. Soldiers in army garrisons often 

worked as policemen and in one of the pictures Bill has a badge on his 

arm with MP in large letters on it. Bill held the rank of private and did 

not serve in any military campaigns. But he had a regular job, for 

during much of his service he was attached as servant to two officers, 

first to his major from the middle of 1896 to the end of 1897 and then 

from February 1900 to the time, in mid-1902, when he left the army, to 
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the battalion commander, Lt Colonel Rowlandson. In the Great War 

from 1914 to 1918 all officers had a servant, so the practice was most 

likely to be the same in the 1890s. To be selected to serve more senior 

officers was no doubt an achievement. Correspondence between Bill 

and these officers suggests they got on well together. The fact that Bill 

held these positions indicates he was not without presence, and stories 

about him within the family show him to have been a warm, sociable 

man. In later pictures of him he has a military bearing. He corresponded 

with his mates after leaving the army and kept a letter from one of them 

in 1903 which suggests he was in contact with several others as well. 

The letter is from a friend who now lives in rural Hampshire, which is 

fine except for the local people who are all ‘turnip eaters’! He had just 

come back from visiting Bill in London where he met Bill’s parents. 

Another of Bill’s friends had been a member of the regimental dramatic 

group.  

 

Overseas garrisons were set up by the Army at times and in places 

where there was special need to maintain a British presence. The 

garrison at Malta where Bill was based twice was formed in 1800 

during the Napoleonic wars to defend the island from French attack, 

and helped to safeguard British control of the Mediterranean Sea. 

Garrisons needed to be ready to take actions as required, often at short 

notice, and also played a policing role in local communities. Men 

needed to be trained, fit, and of good morale, and at the same time be 

able to cope with periods of inaction. In the 1890s the total garrison 

strength in Malta was around 9,000. 

 

What was life like at the barracks he was stationed at? It is easy to think 

that it was hard and soulless for a lad in his early twenties, but 

information that has come to hand about three of the places where he 

was based – the Imtafa barracks in 1897 and the Inquisitor’s Palace in 

1902 on Malta, and the Tanglin Barracks Singapore in 1899 – suggest 

there were a number of real gains compared with his lot in London. The 

barracks where he lived in these places were well built in pleasant 

surroundings and were provided with good recreational facilities. On 

Malta there were several barracks and the Imtafa building was brand 

new in 1896 when it was occupied by my grandfather’s battalion of 

around 900 men. Seven new two-storeyed blocks were occupied at the 

beginning of the year. A small hospital of 42 beds was also built at the 
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same time. Bill’s second spell in Malta was at the Inquisitor’s Palace 

just before he left the army in 1902. This was a very old building used 

by the Maltese Inquisition from 1574 to 1798, originally as a 

courthouse, but was greatly altered over the years that followed. After 

the British took over Malta in 1800 the palace was passed on to the 

military authorities. It was initially used as a military hospital, and later 

converted into a mess-house for officers stationed in the nearby 

barracks. Bill was presumably stationed there from 1900 to mid-1902, 

when he left the army, because of his role as servant to the battalion 

commander, Lt Colonel Rowlandson. The palace is now a museum. 

 

The barracks in Singapore was built in 1862 with ten commodious 

timber buildings that could each accommodate 50 men. It also had 

service and recreational facilities like wash-and-cook houses, hospital 

wards, a school, a reading room, a library, officers’ quarters, a fives 

court and two skittle alleys. Built for the tropical climate, the barracks 

had large, airy structures with wooden floorboards raised on piles some 

four feet above the level of the surrounding ground. The outer walls of 

the building stretched out to an open veranda, and the many windows 

and doorways allowed for maximum ventilation. However, the barracks 

remained unoccupied until the late 1860s because of delays in troop 

deployment and the property fell into disrepair. The first full battalion 

only moved into it in 1872 after renovation and provision of a hospital. 

Over time, a cricket ground, gymnasium and gardens were also built. 

The downside of garrison life was that a surprisingly large number of 

men caught debilitating illnesses and some unfortunately died young. 

 

When Bill left the army two major issues faced him of almost equal 

importance, although the first of them, getting some regular work, was 

possibly the most pressing one. His leaving record says his conduct and 

character were exemplary, and his Major gave him the following 

personal reference: 

 

“Private W R Ram came to me as a servant in the middle of 

1896 and remained with me until the end of 1897 – when the 

battalion moved to Hong Kong where native servants are 

employed. He again acted as my servant on the journey to 

Singapore and I entrusted him with the packing and charge of 

my baggage when I was suddenly ordered to S Africa in 
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1900. He was the whole time in my company. I consider him 

to be, from my experience of him, a perfectly sober, 

thoroughly trustworthy and in every way reliable and honest 

man. From February 1900 to June 1902 he was servant to Lt 

Colonel John Rowlandson commanding the battalion and the 

latter has often told me that he had a very high opinion of 

him.” 

 

At this time John Rowlandson also wrote a reference for him saying: 

 

“I have known Private Ram for over seven (7) years and for 

the last two years he has been my servant – I have always 

found him most willing and obliging. He is thoroughly 

honest, sober and trustworthy. As a soldier he is most smart 

and clean. I think he is the best servant I have ever had – I 

can thoroughly recommend him to anyone who wants a really 

good, honest and trustworthy man.” 

 

Several letters at this time from army colleagues urged him to stay on 

but he wanted to leave for a good reason: he wanted to get married, to 

Georgina Nicholls, and their wedding was in November 1901 when 

both of them were 25. But they were separated for nearly another year 

because Bill did not actually leave the army until October 1902 and 

served in Malta from January to September.  

 

The other issue was where to find a good home that they could afford, 

especially as Georgina became pregnant around November 1902 with 

their first child, my father, who was born in August 1903. Her home had 

been in Brunswick Square, Haggerston, which does not now exist, but 

was only a few streets away from Laburnum Street where they 

themselves lived for a short time as a married couple. This was only a 

short way from the New North Road area where Bill’s parents lived. In 

the early 1900s the employment of those who still lived in the central 

area of London was of four main types: well-paid and secure work that 

tied people to the centre by irregular hours, low-paid regular work, 

more highly-paid work in the casualised trades, and lastly the casual 

residuum. In 1903 Bill was clearly in the last category, but at his age 

could reasonably hope for better things. He had to find regular employ-

ment of some kind.  
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The accommodation issue was very pressing because they did not want 

to live in the sort of conditions common in the inner city where many 

poor families lived in one room, and neither did they want to end up in 

the sort of situation Georgina’s parents were in. The house they lived in 

was not that overcrowded, but two other families also lived in it. 

Fortunately, Georgina’s parents had four rooms, which was just as well 

because her father had married for a second time and had two young 

children in addition to Georgina. To get something better along the lines 

of the Peabody flats lived in by Bill’s father Charles Harry was beyond 

Bill in the early 1900s. Although a few of these were single rooms with 

a rent of around 3/- a week, most of them were of two and three rooms, 

with rents starting at 3/6 a week, and going up to 12/-. 

 

Bill, like many soldiers returning to civilian life, found it difficult to get 

good regular work. It was all very well to have fine references about his 

army service, but he knew it could be difficult to settle down as an ex-

soldier. In fact things were very hard for him during the first few years. 

For three months in 1903 he was an Acting Porter in the West Central 

Post Office District, but this work did not last. Details of how he got on 

over the next few years are scrappy. In 1905 he was a labourer and in 

the same year he enlisted in the Army Reserve for four years, which 

brought in a small income. His employment problems persisted and are 

a feature of correspondence from John Rowlandson in 1906. He wrote 

in September saying he was sorry to hear from Bill that times for him 

were bad and had often wondered how he was getting on. He also said 

he was sending him 10/- to help out. “Please write and let me know 

what you are doing – I might be able to help you at times. I hope you 

will soon have lots of work.” Bill clearly wrote back for the Colonel 

wrote to him again at the end of December about family and regiment 

news, finishing off by saying, ‘I am sending you a small Xmas box – I 

do wish we were back in the regiment: they were very happy days ... I 

wish you could find some fixed work for you were a very good servant 

to me”.  

 

At first he could only get work as a jobbing labourer, but by 1911 he 

was a labourer at ‘the gas works’, part of the Gas Light and Coke 

Company (GLCC) which when set up in 1812 was the first company to 

supply London with coal gas. It established a number of records: one 

was to operate the first coal gas works in the United Kingdom and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_works
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another was to be the world’s first public gas works. It also developed 

the first practical gas meter in 1817. During its initial 20 years it opened 

several sites for making and serving gas supply, besides absorbing 

several smaller companies in London and the surrounding region. By 

1819 nearly 290 miles of pipes supplying 51,000 burners had been laid. 

The GLCC was nationalised after World War II to become the major 

part of the new North Thames Gas Board, one of Britain’s 12 regional 

Gas Boards. 

 

The site where Bill worked started out as the Shoreditch Independent 

Gas Light and Coke Company, that was set up by two employees of the 

Gas Light and Coke Company. It began to make gas in the mid-1820s, 

having a frontage on the Regent’s Canal in Haggerston and an inlet 

from the canal for coal deliveries. Although there were some problems, 

the company was run independently until 1876 when it was taken over 

by the GLCC and became the home of the company’s stove and meter 

workshops until the 1960s, when the site was cleared and built over 

with housing.  

 

Bill was lucky to get regular employment here, very near where he 

grew up and his wife lived before they were married. In 1913 the 

company wanted a new meter prover in 1913 so he applied and was 

appointed, and remained so for many years, continuing to work at 

Haggerston for the rest of his life. So, in the end he got the fixed work 

his Colonel wished for him. Being a meter prover was a skilled job. 

Each gas meter has a device called a gas meter prover which verifies 

the accuracy of the volume of gas supplied by the meter. It was a 

technically tricky job to calibrate meters when first made and then to 

repair and maintain them. At the time Bill was involved in this work it 

was done manually, although it is now automated. It was tricky work 

and could lead to gas meters being adjusted incorrectly. 

 

The issue about where to live was in fact resolved more quickly and 

easily than Bill’s search for work, when they saw a newspaper advert-

isement in early 1904 for flats and houses in Walthamstow just being 

built. These were among mainly terraced houses and flats for artisan 

people who moved out from the centre of London during the early 

decades of the 20
th

 century. This pattern of relocation had begun in the 

1880s, when the railways first made it possible for better-paid artisan 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Thames_Gas_Board
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workers and lower-paid clerks to live in newer and better housing by 

providing cheap ‘workmen’s’ fares to several areas of London. The very 

poor tended to stay where they were. The Great Eastern, known widely 

as ‘the poor man’s railway’, carried 8,000 people daily in the mid-1880s 

from Ilford, Forest Gate, Edmonton and Walthamstow to Liverpool 

Street Station. The earliest trains cost 2d return and later ones a bit 

more. Bill could get on a train at Hoe Street Station and get off at 

London Fields without going all the way to Liverpool Street, the door-

to-door journey taking under an hour.  

 

Walthamstow had long been an attractive area, along with other parts of 

Essex, for rich London merchant and financier families to move to 

whilst buying land as an investment. The most active of this kind of 

family in Walthamstow were the Warners who came to live locally in 

the 18
th

 century. Historically the parish was a rural area with five small 

settlements and a parish vestry at Marsh Street, but by 1861 the popula-

tion had grown to over 7,000. By the time Bill went there it had reached 

over 97,000 and Courtney Warner had been developing his estates for 

ten years. His flats and houses were well built and in part modelled on 

the Peabody sort of flat Bill’s father lived in. Although the Walthamstow 

flats and houses were expensive, at around 5/6d a week, there were also 

significant benefits including free removals and payment of rates and 

taxes, plus front and back gardens maintained by the Warner Estate. The 

Warner estates had a common style with paintwork of green and cream. 

The back gardens of flats were shared, but the tenants could decide 

between themselves how this happened. There were smaller flats, at a 

lower rent, that had a shared entrance passage, parlour, one bedroom, 

kitchen and scullery. These also shared a water closet that was accessed 

from the outside and joined to the downstairs flat. The larger ones had a 

separate entrance, parlour, two bedrooms, kitchen and scullery, with 

copper and water closet. Some roads had three-bedroomed houses. 

Georgina pressed Bill to go for one of the flats, even though it was a 

gamble for their financial position was still very difficult. So they 

moved to Walthamstow, during 1904. This may have been why he told 

his Colonel about his financial situation. 

 

In Walthamstow they first lived at 85 Brettenham Road, in a brand new 

flat for the road was only developed in 1903-4, and they would remain 

in the locality for the rest of their lives. This move was a big change for 
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them and meant an end to living in old houses in an overcrowded 

environment. After a few years they moved to 40 Fleeming Road (by 

1911), just round the corner from their first home, for by 1905 they had 

two children when a daughter Georgina was born. By 1918 they were in 

Marten Road in a three-bedroomed house that was not a Warner 

property. This road, a little way from their first homes, was in the 

northern end of the Walthamstow parish at Chapel End and lined with 

lime trees with a hill in the middle. All the properties in the road were 

three-bedroomed terraced houses built around the same time as those in 

Brettenham Road.  

 

The Marten Road house had more rooms than Bill had ever had before 

and can be described in detail because I grew up and lived in it until I 

went away to university. On entry there was a narrow passageway into 

the house, which I remember as a rather dark place where I kept my 

bike, with a sitting room on the right that had a large cast-iron fireplace 

and a bay window to the front garden. I always remember it as having a 

piano along one wall, a sofa along another one, and two armchairs in 

the bay. The passage ended at the bottom of the stairs which went 

straight on up, and an entrance half right into the living room, which 

had a window looking out to the back garden. Beyond the living room 

was the kitchen that had an exit into the garden. There was also a boiler 

in it that supplied hot water for washing and bathing. Some tin baths 

were kept in the garden yard for use in the kitchen. Attached to the 

outside of the house was a lavatory. At the top of the stairs the landing 

ran as a ‘U’ turn back to the front of the house and ended at the large 

double-windowed front bedroom. On the left of the landing there was a 

second bedroom that had a window looking on to the garden. Directly 

in front of you at the top of the stairs there was a double-doored third 

bedroom, which had a window overlooking the garden. There was a 

back garden that was completely private and reasonably large. 

 

Their happiest years were probably from around 1911 into the early 

twenties for their lives were stable and they had two children who were 

growing up rapidly. They had made some social progress from the time 

of Charles Harry’s early days, but not much, and were almost among 

the more poorly-paid lower middle class. But this happiness did not last 

long for Georgina got ill around 1925 and died in September 1927 

following an operation. She was in a nursing home in Bournemouth on 
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the 14
th

 of that month when the doctor looking after her wrote to the 

family saying: 
 

“You have probably realised her health is not very 

satisfactory at present. The kidneys are the cause of her 

illness. I would like you to know that I consider her condition 

somewhat serious.” 
 

She was buried in October and Bill now had to run the home without 

her support. His two children, William Richard (usually called Will) and 

Georgina (usually called Cis, Cissy or Georgi), were 23 and 21, both of 

whom still lived at home, so he had some support, but this was reduced 

when Georgi married William Harris in 1929 who lived in Bemsted 

Road with his parents, very near where Bill had a flat before going to 

Marten Road.  
 

In the early thirties the lives of both Bill and his son were taken up with 

their work and sharing a love of dogs, but Bill’s health gradually 

declined, although he was not left all on his own because when Will got 

married in 1933 he and his wife continued to live at the Marten Road 

house. Bill remained in work at the gas company in Haggerston until he 

died in 1940, suffering from heart trouble and asthma.  

 

❊❊❊❊❊ 
 

DID YOU KNOW?!! Barbara Harpin 

 

They used to use urine to tan animal skins, so families used to all pee in 

a pot and then once a day it was taken and sold to the tannery … if you 

had to do this to survive you were “piss poor”. But worse than that were 

the really poor folk who couldn’t even afford to buy a pot … they 

“didn’t have a pot to piss in” and were the lowest of the low. 
 

The next time you are washing your hands and complain because the 

water temperature isn’t just how you like it, think about how things 

used to be. Here are some facts about the 1500s: 
 

Most people got married in June because they took their yearly bath in 

May, and they still smelled pretty good by June. However, since they were 

starting to smell, brides carried a bouquet of flowers to hide the body 

odour. Hence the custom today of carrying a bouquet when getting married. 
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Baths consisted of a big tub filled with hot water. The man of the house 

had the privilege of the nice clean water, then all the other sons and 

men, then the women and finally the children. Last of all the babies. By 

then the water was so dirty you could actually lose someone in it. Hence 

the saying, “Don’t throw the baby out with the bath water!” 

 

Houses had thatched roofs, thick straw piled high, with no wood under-

neath. It was the only place for animals to get warm, so all the cats and 

other small animals (mice, bugs) lived in the roof. When it rained it 

became slippery and sometimes the animals would slip and fall off the 

roof. Hence the saying “It’s raining cats and dogs”. 

 

There was nothing to stop things from falling into the house. This posed 

a real problem in the bedroom where bugs and other droppings could 

mess up your nice clean bed. Hence, a bed with big posts and a sheet 

hung over the top afforded some protection. That’s how canopy beds 

came into existence. 

 

The floor was dirt; only the wealthy had something other than dirt. 

Hence the saying “dirt poor”. The wealthy had slate floors that would 

get slippery in the winter when wet, so they spread thresh (straw) on 

floor to help keep their footing. As the winter wore on, they added more 

thresh until, when you opened the door, it would all start slipping outside. 

A piece of wood was placed in the entranceway. Hence: a threshold. 

 

In those old days, they cooked in the kitchen with a big kettle that 

always hung over the fire. Every day they lit the fire and added things 

to the pot. They ate mostly vegetables and did not get much meat. They 

would eat the stew for dinner, leaving leftovers in the pot to get cold 

overnight and then start over the next day. Sometimes stew had food in 

it that had been there for quite a while. Hence the rhyme: peas porridge 

hot, peas porridge cold, peas porridge in the pot nine days old. Sometimes 

they could obtain pork, which made them feel quite special. When visitors 

came over, they would hang up their bacon to show off. It was a sign of 

wealth that a man could “bring home the bacon”. They would cut off a 

little to share with guests and would all sit around and chew the fat. 

 

Those with money had plates made of pewter. Food with high acid 

content caused some of the lead to leach on to the food, causing lead 
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poisoning death. This happened most often with tomatoes, so for the 

next 400 years or so, tomatoes were considered poisonous. 

 

Bread was divided according to status. Workers got the burnt bottom of the 

loaf, the family got the middle, and guests got the top, or the upper crust. 

 

Lead cups were used to drink ale or whisky. The combination would 

sometimes knock the imbibers out for a couple of days. Someone 

walking along the road would take them for dead and prepare them for 

burial. They were laid out on the kitchen table for a couple of days and 

the family would gather around and eat and drink and wait and see if 

they would wake up. Hence the custom of holding a wake. 

 

The country is old and small, and the local folk started running out of 

places to bury people. So they would dig up coffins and would take the 

bones to a bone-house, and reuse the grave. When reopening these 

coffins, 1 out of 25 coffins were found to have scratch marks on the inside 

and they realised they had been burying people alive. So they would tie 

a string on the wrist of the corpse, lead it through the coffin and up 

through the ground and tie it to a bell. Someone would have to sit out in 

the graveyard all night (the graveyard shift) to listen for the bell; thus, 

someone could be saved by the bell or was considered a dead ringer. 

 

And that’s the truth. Now, whoever said history was boring? 

 

❊❊❊❊❊ 

 
BOOK REVIEWS Mark Carroll 

 

“The Sterling Affair” by Nathan D Goodwin, 2019, Amazon Fulfillment, 

386pp, £8.90 online from Amazon (ISBN 9781696700252) 

 

This book recounts the eighth adventure of Morton Farrier, the forensic 

genealogist from Sussex; two of his earlier escapades have been 

reviewed in previous issues of this journal. Like those, this one is a 

satisfying blend of fact and fiction, genealogy and thriller, past and 

present. Indeed, this is the best of the three I have read. 

 

The storyline jumps back and forth between events in 2019, 1956 and 
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1944, so one has to concentrate – but it is worth the effort. Morton’s 

genealogical investigations are cleverly intertwined with the real-life 

events of the Suez crisis of 1956 and the work of amateur radio 

enthusiasts in World War 2 – all seen through the lens of the Cold War 

and its associated espionage in London and the Near East. The case 

starts in 2019 innocently enough with a man’s apparent suicide and a 

resulting bemused beneficiary; bemused, because her brother had died 

in 1944! What was the identity of this mystery man, and who is the 

rightful beneficiary? Supposedly simple questions to do with family 

history turn into a complex and compelling investigation. What particu-

larly appealed to me was the realistic nature of Morton’s genealogical 

research: he uses online sources with which we are all familiar, as well 

as archives and DNA testing. In fact, these approaches are applied to 

two storylines that run in parallel throughout the book: one into the 

Sterling affair itself, but another also into Morton’s attempt to locate 

members of his somewhat fractured family and to find the truth behind 

his grandfather, now known to be a murderer. He is assisted at times in 

this process by his wife, a police detective, and once even by his 2-year-

old daughter. 

 

The author has done his homework. He creates a vivid and realistic 

portrayal of political and high-society life in 1950s London, with 

echoes of the 1963 Profumo affair; also, of expatriate existence in 

Egypt and the Lebanon in 1956. The writing is generally clear and 

crisp, if a little melodramatic at times. The chapters often end with an 

element of suspense or an intriguing development, inviting you to turn 

the page. The true identity of the man with three names keeps you 

guessing right to the end, and the epilogue provides a satisfying finale 

to the whole story. Case solved. 

 

If you like mystery or thriller books, enhanced by a convincing 

backdrop of family history research, then this one will appeal to you. It 

certainly did to me. 

 

The Family History Web Directory, by Jonathan Scott, 2015, Pen & 

Sword, £14.99, ISBN 1473837995 
 

As family historians, we have benefited enormously from the Internet 

and its wealth of resources made available through countless websites. 
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But how do you know what is ‘out there’, how do you negotiate it, and 

how can you be sure that the online information is of high quality? This 

book aims to be a helping hand in this endeavour. It is certainly 

comprehensive, and although it was published over five years ago now, 

it is still reasonably up to date. The author’s writing style makes the 

content easy to follow, but the presentation is rather drab, with the only 

illustrations being black-and-white screenshots of a few websites. There 

is a certain amount of repetition of some cited websites, but that is 

inevitable given the overlap between the various aspects of family 

history. Will it offer you a new and valuable genealogical source? 

Maybe. 

The book is divided into five sections. The introduction offers us web-

sites with which we are all familiar, such as FreeBMD, FamilySearch 

and Cyndi’s List. These tend to be what is known as federated sources, 

because they also provide links to other related websites. The book then 

‘digs deeper’ by looking at more specialised websites, though still of a 

broader sweep; it includes those associated specifically with Scotland, 

Wales and Ireland, also non-Anglican religious sources and others. 

Section 3 focuses on military conflicts – not only wars but also militias, 

the Home Front, medals and war graves. Section 4 is all about occupa-

tions, including even the humble ‘ag lab’. Section 5 is a miscellaneous 

collection, with references to record offices up and down the UK, as 

well as family history societies (including Waltham Forest FHS!); also 

blogs and social media forums, heraldry, house history and much more. 

One problem faced by any author dealing with web-based information 

concerns currency – are the websites still active and do the links still 

work? My experience with consulting about a dozen of the cited web-

sites was that about one-third were no longer functional. The author 

tries to help by referring the reader to archived areas of the Internet 

where past information might be recovered. He also refers not only to 

UK national resources but also county-based indexes and advice on 

searching abroad. Some of the cited websites are extremely specialised: 

I doubt many of us will be interested in the archives of the Frogmore 

Paper Mill! I did not find any new and helpful website, but it obviously 

depends on where your family history interests lie. This book is a well-

researched compendium of online genealogical and related material, as 

of 2015, and although you might be luckier than me, it cannot really be 

recommended as a must-buy. 
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COVER STORY Kathy Unwin 

 

The cover photo was sent to me by Donald Brett. It was taken by his 

grandfather, Mr F J Brett. The date is unknown, but it would have been 

before 1920. 

 

In the enumerator’s list for the 1911 census (Fig 1) the cottages are 

numbered 1–11 Station Road. The Wesleyan church mentioned is the 

Methodist Church and Tile House was where the Co-Op now stands. 

 

Fig 1 Enumerator’s list for the 1911 census  

 

 

The shops as they look today – you can just see  

the Methodist church on the far left of the photo 

 

Donald’s great grandfather Charles Keates lived at number 9; this was a 

four-bedroom cottage according to the census return (Fig 2). 
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Fig 2 1911 census 

 

Before the arrival of the station, in 1873, Station Road was known as 

Maddox Lane. In the 1901 census no numbers are given to the houses, 

and they are just described as being on Chingford Green. 

The present-day Co-op where Tile Cottage once stood 

 

The Last Word Kathy Unwin 

Hopefully, we will be able to resume meetings in the hall sometime this 

year but until then we will continue on Zoom. These meetings are held 

on the second and fourth Tuesday of every month except August. The 

extra meeting on the 4
th

 Tuesday is just an informal discussion. 

Meetings are well attended but it would be nice to see some new faces, 

especially for the talks. 

 

I hope that everyone is keeping well in these difficult times and that you 

are doing well with your research. I am always interested to hear from 

people about their research. 
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Meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month* 

(except August) at 8 pm 

Spruce Hill Baptist Church Hall, Brookscroft Road, 

Walthamstow E17 

*Until further notice meetings will be held twice a month 

on Zoom 
 

 

Subscription rates 

 

UK: Individual £15  e-journal £12  

Household £18   e-journal £15  

Institutions £15   e-journal £12 

Overseas: £19   e-journal £12 
 

 

DIARY 
 

April 13
th

 Talk: My ancestor was a pirate – Sue Paul 

 

May 11
th

 Workshop: How to organise FH records 

 

June 8
th

  Talk: My Walthamstow grandfather – 

Robert Nurden                                    

                                                                                                       

July 13
th

 Workshop: Useful websites 

 

August No meeting 

 

Sept 14
th 

Talk: DNA solving a genealogical brick wall – 

Mia Bennett 
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